AusAPT (MBTI) Type 2016 MiniConference
‘The Best of British’
Conference In Australia

Type

Come and join the AusAPT Mini Conference in July (Brisbane) &
August (Melbourne). The following speakers will be presenting;
Dr Angelina Bennet is an occupational psychologist working in
executive profiling, organisational analysis, and personal and
organisational effectiveness. Formerly a senior consultant
with OPP (European distributor of the MBTI), Angelina consults
in the UK and Europe via her company I Potential. Angelina is
an expert in psychometric applications. A research study for
her professional doctorate thesis, ‘Linking the Myers-Briggs
to the client’s stage of development’, won a British
Psychological Society award. Angelina is the author of The
Shadows of Type, and has been president of the British
Association for Psychological Type since 2011.
Susan Nash is an international expert in business applications
of type and temperament, focusing on team productivity,
conflict reduction, performance coaching and leadership
effectiveness in retail and high-tech environments through her
companies EM-Power and The Type Academy. Susan is the author

of nine books, including Contextual Coaching, Teamwork from
the Inside Out, Let’s Split the Difference, and Dating, Mating
and Relating. Susan has headlined as a keynote speaker at type
conferences in the UK, USA and Australia. She is a past
president and current board member of the Association for
Psychological Type International.
Angelina and Susan are UK-based colleagues and occasional
collaborators. As their fields of expertise are complementary,
the content of their proposed sessions offers synergies to
reinforce and enrich learning.
This will be a one-day event in Brisbane, and a two-day event
in Melbourne.
The block program comprises half-day segments from each
presenter. Susan will present distinct sessions each day.
Angelina will present 3 sessions on her Ego Development
specialisation.
This is an event for: career advisers, coaches, consultants,
trainers,
counsellors,
social
workers,
managers,
psychologists, teachers and others interested in furthering
their type knowledge.
To register or find out more visit the AusAPT site.

